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Peter 0. Steiner, University of Wisconsin
The focus of this paper is the proper treatment of durable consumer
goods within an index number that is concerned with measuring the
changes over time of a quantity andqualityof goods and8erVice8
for an appropriately defined population. We take as given, first, the
"fixed-base" concept, and second, the definition of the
population (e.g., city wage earners and clerical workers in Cleveland).
Since few goods are literally consumed at the moment of purchase,
durability 'isanelusive concept but we shall limit attention to those
commodities whose life is sufficiently long (relative to the consumption
horizon of the population) that there is a relatively active market in
used commodities of the kind in question. For such commodities there
is a real question as to what is meant by a "fixed quantity and quality
of goods and services": are these commodities consumption goods or
are they assets which produce consumable services?
The oldest axiom of index number construction is that the purpose
of use governs the form of the index and therefore it is in principle
possible to justify a variety of different procedures. It is not difficult
to think of uses for which each of the folrowing three sorts of measures
might be useful:
1. An index of the of assets purchased (or contracted for)
by members of the index population.
2. An index of the currentoUtlay8of income made by members
of the index population.
3. An index of the user (or opportunity) cost of consuming the
services produced by the assets in question.
For goods of very short durability, the concepts become virtually
identical; for goods of substantial durability, but which are typically
held for their whole useful lives and which are purchased regularly,
the concepts differ, but the three tend to the same result.(This ap-
pears to be the case with clothing—while any individual piece has
substantial durability, annual expenditures on clothing by the family
are relatively stable. Whether it is true for furniture and appliances
is not clear to me.)For commodities of long durability that are
perforce purchased only intermittently because of the amount of ex-
penditure (or investment) on the individual acquisition is a large
fraction of annual income, the differences in the three approaches
become substantial. Where in addition the assets are typically not
held throughout their full useful lives, the differences become extreme.
These conditions are strikingly present with respect to home owner-
ship, and to a somewhat lesser extent with automobile purchase and
use. We shall limit attention to these two classes of consumer durables.
Which approach is most nearly appropriate to the CPU My own
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view is that it is the third: the user cost of consuming a fixed quantity
and quality of services. With respect to housing, this would make the
shelter cost of the homeowner congruent with that of the renter (with
which it is ultimate].y combined in the overall index). With respect
to automobiles (transportation), it would give proper perspective to
the relative importance of this service to shelter, food, apparel, and
other services.In this view, then, the index concerns valuation of
the cost of using a fixed quantity and quality of services in all cases—
although for many services this cost is adequately measured by the
purchase prices of the service-producing commodity.Only where
such prices prove a poor proxy for user cost is there need to approach
the problem indirectly: that thisthe case with both housing and
automobiles will be shown in this paper.
Present BLS practice is to follow the first approach (asset prices)
with respect to automobiles, and a mixture of the first and second
approaches with respect to housing. A detailed description of present
procedures may be found elsewhere; some discussion of it will follow
a development of the user cost approach.
I. THE COST OF USING ASSET SERVICES
The overall problem may be viewed initially as three separable
subproblems:
a. Determining the cost at different periods of time of using a par-
ticular asset service from an identifiable asset. This cost for the period
dt in the neighborhood of time t we designate as
b. Determining the cost of using the asset service from a particular
aggregate of assets.The characteristics of the fixed-base index per-
mit visualization of an "average asset" whose cost of service for the
period dt in the neighborhood of time t we designate as
c. Finding appropriate weights that permit combination of the
changes in the cost of this asset service with those of other services
in an overall index of consumer services.Such weights are deter-
mined in the base period and correspond to the fraction of the index
consuming the service in question; we designate them as
yyo.
Thus we may describe the desired measure as of the form
Ftdtw (1)
F0dt
in which year 0 is the base year both for comparison and weighting
purposes.
We may note that while equation (1) appears to be very similar to:
(2)
in which Pt is a price at time t, and is an appropriate weight
at time 0, (1) and (2) will not move together .unless is pro-.
portional to Ft/P0—unless, that is, prices are an adequate index of
1See,for a etart, Monthiy Labor Review, November 1955, February 1956, and April 195.6.GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 307
usercosts.It is precisely in the case of durable goods that this may
not be the case.
The fixed-base character of the desired index may be interpreted
to mean theof a given quantity of a prototype asset for a given
period of time.This prototype asset has given physical character-
istics, a given age, etc. (It may of course be a synthetic concept cor-
responding to an appropriate weighted average of actual assets dif-
fering in physical characteristics, age, etc.)
The principal components of user cost seem to be:
Depreciation (B)
Interest (I)
Incidental Purchase Costs (J)
Taxes (I)
Maintenance and Repair (MB)
Insurance (G)
Each of these requires careful definition; in principle it is the real
cost in dollars of the period in question, whether such costs are re-
flected in cash outlays or not.
The general form of the required index is
— —— — —dt•TV0• 3
F0dtR0+10+J0+X0+MR0+G0
It is worth noting, for future reference, that if the relative size of the
individual components changes over time, this does not decompose
into an aggregate of separate indexes of the components.That is, if:
... ..., (4)
(5)
where the wo are fixed-component weights. As we will show, there
is nothing in the fixed based concept that requires the condition (4)to
be an equation.
We turn to a component by component analysis.
A. A NOTE ON NOTATION
While there is nothing formidable in the algebra that follows, a
number of different concepts are involved that make the notation
complex.In order to be as nearly clear as possible, let me note
certain rules of interpretation.(A general glossary of symbols
appears as Appendix A.)
We are in all cases concerned with evaluation of costs at a moment
in time t; but the costs refer to an interval dt, where dt Is of the
dimensions of fractions of a year.All magnitudes that are not
clearly instantaneous magnitudes are annual rates or amounts unless
otherwise indicated. Thus, if i is an interest rate,is the annual rate
at t, and is the monthly rate if dt1/12, etc.In our notation dt
is not always infinitesimal.
But the assets at time t may be of different ages, and we let the
subscript j(jt, t—1, t—2, ...) indicatethe date at which the asset308 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
was new. .t—j is thus the age of the asset in years.'While nothing
inherently prevents fractional age, we arbitrarily assume assets have
birthdays on a common date. We thus substitute a finite set of. age
strata for a continuous age distribution.
In a similar way the assets may have been purchased at different
dates, and we let the subscript k (k= t, t— 1, ...j) indicate
the date of purchase by the present owner. t—k is thus the years
the asset has been owned, again assumed integral.If, but only if, the
asset was purchased new, j=k.
IfP designates price,indicates the price at t of the asset which
was new at year j.IfM indicates the size of a mortgage, tMk,j indi-
cates the size of a mortgage at t on an asset acquired in year ic, when
it was k—j years old.(Its price at k was kP,), etc.In general we
shall not identify individual assets, but where it is necessary to do, it
will be by superscript.E.g., is the price of the i-th asset at
time t (the asset was new in year j).
If/designatesa frequency distribution,Idesignates the fre-
quency distribution over jattime t.ft.., (or simply ft,,) indicates
that the frequency distribution is constant over time, that is, that the
fraction of assets having a common pair of values for t and jisa
function of (t—j) alone. The difference betweenand ft-i is that
the former is a specific relation at time t, the latter is only a function
of t—j. and are bivariate frequency distributions at time t..
The latter is constant over time, the former is a changing function of t.
B. DEPRECIATION
1. The Problem: •Ari Intuitive Introduction. To see the problem,
consider the followmg simplified example. Suppose we purchase a
new asset at for $100. Two years later we can sell this used asset
for $128, but an asset identical to ours, brand new att=2, would cost
$200.Suppose the following data:








It is clear that in some way it has cost us $20 to hold and use the asset
during the first year and an additional $52 during the second year.
These are the costs compared to the behavior of a nondepreciatin
asset. An adequate allowance for depreciation should give us a fun
of $20 at the end of the first year and an aggregate fund of $72 at
the end of the second year. Our problem is to determine how large
a contribution to make to this fund during every short time period
dt in order that the aggregate amount of the fund is adequate to
acquire a new asset in exchange for our used one.Suppose that at
t= 1 we (somehow) had a depreciation fund on hand of the required
$20. Would we have needed to find an additional $52 during the
second year? Not if the fund on hand at the beginning of the periodGOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 309
hadbeen properly invested.Indeed,if it had been invested in assets
of this type, it would have shared in the asset inflation and been
worth $40 by t=2.If we wait until the end of year 2, it would be
necessary to contribute $32 to the fund; but if we set aside each month
(week, day, minute) a contribution which was invested (and shared
in the inflation), it is clear that the sum of required actual contribu-
tions would be less than $32 in the aggregate.
Of course2 using a depreciating asset during a period of rising
asset prices is expensive.During this period the owner-user of the
asset is (1) consuming in each moment a service which decreases
the value of the asset and should be "costed" in current dollars of
the moment of consumption, and(2)disinvesting implicitly and per-
haps unconsciously. Roughly, the distinction is that the first of these
causes the loss of value during the period in question whereas the
second leads to the loss of capital appreciation in the periods lying
ahead of the disinvestment. The second is of course costly, but it is
not a proper cost of using the asset service for it might be conceptually
avoided in any of several ways (that are equivalent): one is to keep
utilizing an asset of constant age by trading in a one day (minute)
old asset for a new but otherwise identical one every day (minute);
another is to invest in a sinking fund that appreciates at the rate of
inflation.Each of these succeeds in keeping the real asset position
while measuring the unavoidable cost of using the asset to
produce its service.
It seems quite clear to me that maintaining a fixed real asset posi-
tion is appropriate within the context of the fixed-base index number
of the costs of goods and services.But if this is not clear—if some
rate of "asset acquisition" belongs in such an index—it is evident that
it.should be included as a separate category and not be confused with
the cost of using asset services.
2. Depreciation of an Individual Asset. Let=the required size
of a depreciation fund at time t for an asset that was new in year j.
(6)
At time t we want a fund tD,; at time t— dt we have a fund tdtDJ.
Assume this fund, and all subsequent additions to it, is actually or
conceptually viewed as invested in assets whose prices move with the
price of the asset in question.It thus appreciates (if asset prices are
rising) at an annual rate rt defined immediately below.Consider the
year as divided into n periods of length dt.Further, let each period
dt be divided into m subperiods.




Our problem is to determine the required amount of contributions
to the fund the period dt so that the fund has the310 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
required size at time t. We visualize making m equal contributions,




where &o is the amount of an annuity of unit value after 9Th sub-





and note that theprovidethe structure of used to new asset prices
at the same moment in time. We will assume that ta,isa constant for
a given t and j—in other words, it is the "average" or "normal" used
to new asset price ratio at time t, and does not vary among individual
assets Qf the same age at that time.(See the discussion of mainte-
nance and repair, below, for the justification of this assumption.)
Rewriting (6),using (7) and (1O),wehave:
gDj—gPg (i—ga,)
s—dtPt._dt (1— g_dgaj) = (1— (11)
Substituting(9) and (11) in (8).
/1 r11 ,
r dt —




which is the charge for depreciation sought.
This is an important result and its interpretation may be clarified
by the following remarks.Evidently we have factored the deprecia-
tion charge into three parts, the second and third of which are dimen-
sionless coefficients whose significance is explained presently.The
first term is the current price ofnew asset of the prototype—the
replacement cost, if you will.As we have suggested earlier, if prices
are rising using a depreciating asset is more expensive than otherwise,
and the tPt term, besides giving magnitude and dimension to the de-
preciation charge, reflects this fact.
But not all of the change in price level requires a corresponding
contribution, for, as we have seen, inflation (to take the rising priceGOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 311
case)increases the value of past contributions to the depreciation fund.
The second term reflects this influence.If prices are rising, it has a
value between 0 and 1; if falling, greater than 1.It is a function
ofand t-thPt-dt only.2It appears in the expression because we as-
sume that past and present contributions to the depreciation fund
change in value with the asset price level.
The justification of this assumption is that it has the sepa-
rating the cost (if asset prices are rising) or gain (if asset prices are
falling) of disinvestment from the cost of using an asset while kebp-
ing the total real asset position constant.Thus if the owner of
the asset has access to investments that change in value at the rate
rtdt, it is. the appropriate rate to use whether he chooses actually
to invest in them or not.3 What if he cannot find such investments?
Life will cost him more (if prices are rising), but whether this is a
proper cost of consuming the asset service is a priori unclear. On
the one hand, if there exist nondepreciating assets that appreciate at
this rate but, owing to some imperfection in asset markets, the indi-
vidual owner is denied access to them, he will suffer a (relative) real
asset loss over time no matter what assets he holds, depreciating or
not.Whether this should be included in his cost of living as the
"cost of holding assets" or whether it should be regarded as a change
in his income position, it i8 clear that it is not the cost of using the
depreciating asset.In this case the use of rdt is still appropriate.
On the other hand, if the imperfection in the asset market is such that
there existsnondepreciating asset whose price rises at the rate rdt
(or more), the excess cost is truly an unavoidable cost of using the
asset service.4 This possibility is subsequently neglected.It does not
seem very plausible to me.
The third part of equation (12), t-dtczj..tal, which will hereafter be
designated as isa determinable function of the age of the asset in
question. Since each of the a's reflects the used to new asset price at a
moment in time, it may be regarded as the pure effect of age on value.
shows the joint effect of the asset growing one period older and
ofany change in the normal used to new price ratio that may have
occurred during the period. To see that the latter is a proper cost
of using the asset, consider the owner of a car who finds to his dismay
that used car prices have collapsed, thus reducing his expected trade-
in value.This has been an unanticipated but nonetheless real cost
of using the car during the period.
If for a particular type of asset there is a constant age-price struc-
ture over time, so that we may replace thebyat-j, it is often possible
2Seethe following:
rdi / / =log. i —1
.rdt—j /\ i—diPe-di
'Notethat we do not credit earnings to the sinking fund.There are of course costs of
holding nonearning assets but these are properly treated as implicit (or actual) Interest
charges and are quite independent of depreciation as such.Depreciation of course can
affect Interest costs as we shall see below.




to define in simple algebraic form. Consider the following cases
(assumedt=1):




Declining balance, where a constant proportion, a, of the remaining
value is deducted each year:
Sum of years' digits, over n years, where
n
Y
If a constant (for a given t—j)patternof age-price ratios is not ap-
pro nate, it is necessary to retain thewhithi is a function of t as
t1:
An explicit expression ofis:
gPg
the numerator of which shows the value of the specific asset at the
beginning of the period inflated by the rise in asset prices over the
period, minus the terminal value; in other words, the loss in value
(inconstantdollars oft) due to
'3. Depreciation of the Asset of Average Age. At time t, suppose
there exist in our populationassets which were identical when new
but whose age varies. Suppose we regard them as divided into 5strata
by year of origin, and assume that all assets of the same age (IN,) are
fully homogeneous. By definition,
and we define:
—gji—y,
which,as 5varies,defines the frequency distribution of assets by age,
at time t.
In the previous section we dealt with a particular asset—call it the
i-th—and found in equation (12) an expression for (where
the superscript i identifies the particular asset). We need now merely
5The reader who suspects that this would be a more convenient form of tAj than that
given in (12) would be correct If (1) we were concerned with a single asset age only and
(2) If .Aj,' At-i.Sincethe actual problem Involves an aggregation of assets of
ages, and since It may frequently be possible to assume the coefficient form
proves useful.GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 313
tosum over and j and divide byto determine the average depreci-
ation, which we will designate
(13)
The/j are weights reflecting the age distribution of assets. The fixed-
base concept requires "exclusion of changes in quality" and reqmres
a constant age distribution. Hence the t'g can be replaced by 'i-s—a
constant set of weights determined in the base year. The summation
is thus a weighted average of the 1A, with a fixed set of weights de-
termined once and for all.If theare constant the whole
summation is a constant, determinable in the base period. But even if
this is not the case, the data required seem within reach since estimates
of the structure of used asset prices for particular types of assets are
commonly made in fields where an active used asset market exists.
4. DATA
To compute the depreciation. component for a period dt requires:
(a) and the prices of a new asset of the prototype at
the beginning and end of the period, (b) the age distribution
of assets in use in the base period, (c) IA,, the structure of used to
new asset prices for asset ages included in the ft...,, at both the be-
ginning and end of the period.(If this is a once and
for all determination, and it may be possible to find a simple algebraic
equivalent.)
Put differently, this requires, for a continuing index, at most
for all relevant t and j,plusthe base year age distribution.Precisely
the same data are required merely to measure the weighted average
asset value.
5. Comparison with Present Practice.The BLS index includes
both housuig and automobiles but in neither case includes a direct
depreciation component, since it rejects the user cost approach.°It
is possible, however, that the purchase price component (which is
the way in which automobiles are included, and is one of the com-
ponents of the BLS owned-housing index) may serve as a satisfactory
proxy for depreciation.That this need not be so is showii in Part
II of this paper; the reasons can be quickly seen analytically.
Using our notation, the weighted average purchase price in
year t is
tpg±(ajf'g_i
wherethe are the frequency distribution of ages of houses pur-
chased (and may of course differ from /t-,----the age distribution of
assets in use).
The apparent use by the BLS of a depreciation factor in the automobile computation
(described in November 1955) Is only for an Intrayear adjustment of prices, and
is not material to the comparison we make.It comes about because annual birthdays are
assumed and thus one cannot define an exactly three-year-old car In, say, both
and .July of the same year. We may note in passing that this Intrayear adjustment Is
made only for used can, not for new ones, and thus appears to neglect the well-known
obsolescence of new cars toward the end of the model year.314 GOVEENMENTPRICE STATISTICS
Comparison of (13) and (14) makes clear three main sources of
difference.First, the /'tjmaydiffer from /tj.Second,theneed
not be proportional uO the Thirdly, the expression in parentheses
in need not equal imity—indeed it will do so only in the (unin-
case where prices do not change.8It would thus be for-
tuitous indeed if (14) were an adequate proxy for (13).
Even if wasa good proxy for it is worth noting that
all would not be well as comparison of (3) and (5) above makes clear,
and as subsequent examples will illuminate.
C. INTEREST
1. The Nature of the Problem. We wish to know the interest cost
during the period dt of using the asset in question. This cost may be
viewed as the sum of (1) the interest payments on the mortgage (or
other loan), if any, which will be determined by the size of the mort-
gage during the period and by the terms of the loan—includmg the
contract rate of interest and the length and pattern of payoff (which
in most cases are a function of the credit conditions at the time the
loan was initially contracted), and (2) the imputed interest on the
owner's equity in the asset, which depends upon the equity during the
period dt and appropriate currentinterestrate at which his funds
might otherwise be invested.9
'Proportional (rather than equal) would be sufficient because It would be easy to inject
a constant for level.But they will in general be proportional if, but only if, two condi-
tions are met:





for ,Aj=X,aj,allt, /, where X Is any constant, requires
For this to be true, it requires for allt, I that:
gaf
gaf+d,,+deaj+d,
whichImplies both of the stated conditions.




A refinement not Incorporated In the subsequent analysis Is to recognize that some
portion of interest (and also taxes) actually paid will be recovered as a tax credit by those
who Itemize deductions.Thus we might in subsequent equations introduce a number, O(e< 1, whleb would represent the fraction not recovered tax-free.E.g., hiequa- tion (18) replace the expression in parentheses by
Whfle it does not seem safe—especially with respect to home ownership—to assume
0=1.0, determinatIon of its magnitudeso difficult as to make this a nonoperational
refinement.Even if we knew the percentage of individuals in the relevant population
itemizing deductions, and themarginaltax rate for this group—and these I suspect
could beobtained—wewould have only a lower bound to 0, since not all of the Interest
paid would be deductions in excess of the, optIonal 10 percent of adjusted gross Income.PRICE STATISTICS 315
Thecurrent opportunity cost rate at which the owner can invest we
will designateandcall the lending rate.Its estimation depends
upon what in fact are the lending opportunities (andproclivities) of
the particular group who form the mclex population.Perhaps for
the CPI population it may be taken as the current rate on savings
deposits, fy banks, credit unions, or savings and. loan associations.
That this lending rate may differ from the contract rate on mort-
gages, which we will designate C*k,isdue first to the well-known fact
that lending and borrowing rates may differ, and second to the fact
that it refers to the current rate whereas C*kdependsupon. the (past)
conditions at the time the mortgage was negotiated.
Should we limit attention to interest actually paid?While this
might be appropriate under a cash outlay approach to the index num-
ber problem, it is not appropriate in our user cost approach unless
=0. It is perfectly apparent that as long as federal deposit insur-
ance is available and banks pay interest on savinrs deposits, no one is
forced to hold idle cash, and thusisnot regarded as equal
to zero.
Whether we should also charge imputed interest on the reserve funds
for depreciation is not clear.The general rule is that such imputa-
tion is appropriate when, but only when, earning opportunities must
be foregone.Since these reserve funds are conceptually invested in
nondepreciating assets whose price behavior is similar to that of the
asset in use, they are conceptually tied up. The question is whether
such investments have earnings (interest or dividends) and if so how
such earnings compare to the lending rate.If these investments earn
at the lending rate (after allowances for differences in risk), no charge
is required. This (easiest) case is assumed in the formal development
that follows. If the earnings rate is lower than the lending rate, only
the difference is an appropriate charge.If the adjusted earnings ex-
ceed the lending rate, an interest credit is earned.10
2. Interest on an Individual Asset. The problem of interest is some-
what different from depreciation because it is necessary to pay atten-
tion to the age of the mortgage as well as the age of the asset.(We
shall assume that date from the date of acquisition of the
asset, and neglect refinancing, etc.)Owner's equity at any time is the
difference between the current price of the asset and the remaining size
of the mortgage.
For individual asset (identifying superscript omitted), the instan-
taneous annual rate of interest cost at t is
t1,c,j(gPk,, lc,jC*ltPic,5jg+ 1(15)
whereis a running subscript indicating the year the mortgage is
iOTho effect of our assumptionto simplify equations (15) to (18).For example, to (15) should be added; (is—i's)where i's Is the adjusted rate of earnings on the depreciation reserve.This refinement, like that In the previous footnote,seems doomed by a sensible attention to operationality.316 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
acquired, M is the amount of the mortgage, and the other terms are as
previously defined.'1
tPk,j=tPj sinceyear of acquisition by present owner does not (we
assume) affect the price of an asset of given age at time t.
Equation (15) is the instantaneous interest charge, not that for the
period t—dt to t.It would appear that to merely multiply this by dt
would introduce a systematic downward bias into our formulation,
since the size of a mortgage at the end of the period is less than its
effective average size.But this is such a convenient approximation
that it is used and the downward bias does not occur after aggrega-
tion.This is because while the individual mortgage (the tree) grows
older, the age distribution of mortgages (the forest) does not, and thus
the average age of mortpge remains constant.
Thus, before aggregatmg we use
dt. (16)
3. Interest on the Average Asset. We want (simply) to find:
±IjIt. (17)
To do so we need the bivariate frequency distribution of our N
assets by age of asset and age of mortgage.
Let represent such a bivariate distribution where
is the distribution of mortgages by age. of mortgage
is the distribution of assets by age of asset
is the distribution of ages of assets for a given k
The amount of the remaining mortgage Is a simple actuarial function of the size of
the original mortgage, given cj and the length and type of repayment formula.For a
characteristic mortgage calling for n equal payments per year for T years of




stands for the amount of a unit annuity).
Wtiere nT Is large, the continuous approximation to this Is:
[T—(t—k)1
- 1_c—a
If,In addition, the original mortgage Is a fixed fraction purchase price, so that
Note that we here assume that bothand Ck are independent of the age of the house
(except as age affects price).This may be wrong—terms of credit may vary with age of
houses but this Is a further complication not Included at present.
While for computation this Is a convenient formula, particularly if terms of credit
except Interest rate remain stable, we will deal with only In the algebraic formulation,
in order to avoid unnecessary proliferation of terms.GOVERNMENT PRICESTATISTICS 317
allassumed constant over time.
k I kI
J1—k f t,k,I=1
We further assume that the N assets are divided into j, k strata and all
assets having identical 'j and k subscripts are homogeneous in all
respects.
Performing the operations indicated in (17) we find:
dt (18)
where Pj= ± and
±
This says that the interest charge is the imputed interest on the mar-
ket value of the asset, plus the excess of contract interest paid over im-
puted interest on the mortgaged portion.If by any chance tMk is
a constant, the summation in (18) reflects a weighted average of past
interest rates.If not, it is a somewhat more complicated weighted
average.
4. Data Requirements. The data requirements are, in a word, sub-
stantial. We require:
(a) The ,P, for all relevant j,
(b)The bivariate asset-mortgage age distribution fforthe
base year,
(c) The contract interest ratefor all relevant k,
(d) The average size of outstanding mortgage for mortgages
of each age.This may be most easily estimated directly or it
may be derived by using "average" terms of credit in each rele-
vant past year (including downpayment size and length of pay-
off period in addition to contract interest rate) as described
above.
(e) The current lending rate
Of these, it is (b) and (ci) that will be most difficult, but there are
any number of simplifying assumptions that would reduce the data
requirements, and I leave it to others to investigate whether they are
justifiable as approximations.
The greatest of all would be if the differences between
C*k andaresmall. If it=c*k the entire summation of (18) vanishes.
I doubt if this is justifiable, but the smaller is the less
influence the summation term has in the total It.
A less drastic simplification would be to regard the average size of
remaining mortgages as a simple function of, say, (as determined
perhaps by a survey in the base year).This assumption would per-
mit pulling the average size of mortgage out of the summation of
(18) and multiplying it by a moving average of past contract interest
rates, the weights reflecting the rate of acquisition of mortgages
(taken perhaps as equal to purchases of assets) in the past years.318 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
The potential error in this assumption is that it neglects changes in
the terms of credit other than interest rate, specifically the size of
downpayments and the length of mortgage payoff periods.It would
not be impossible to "adjust" an average mortgage figure for such
changes, or to estimate it in a more sophisticated manner.'2
In short, if contract rates and other terms of credit vary over time,
and if contract rates differ substantially from the imputed lending
rate, it is necessary to have some estimate of both size and age distribu-
tion of mortgages.Given complete data, an exact determination is
possible, using (18).But "sufficiently accurate" estimations may be
possible using much less data.
5. Comparison with Present Practice.Interest plays an important
role in the BLS index with respect to owned housing, and we shall
make the comparison in that context.The concept used is: intere8t
payment8 contracted for in the current year for mortgages acqwi red in
that year.For an individual house, given its price and the credit
terms in the current year, it is a straightforward actuarial computa-
tion to determine (1) the size of the mortgage and (2) the total pay-
ments of principal and interest to be made over T years under the
terms of the contract.The difference between these two is the amount
of interest contracted on that house.The BLS concept is a weighted
average of these amounts, weighted by distribution of in the
base year.18 -
Itmay be noted initially that this concept fits, if at all, only within
the first of the conceptions of an index number, discussed in the first
pages of this paper. The "current outlay" approach (not advocated
here) would use payments of both principal and interest and would be
based on all assets owned, not merely current purchases. The user ap-
proach, described above would include current ineterest payments on
mortgages of all ages. Apparently the BLS justification is that this is
the cost of purchasing a debt instrument without which the house could
not have been acquired.Whether this is an appropriate real measure
of that cost is questionable in view of the fact that the average actual
life of mortgages is substantially shorter than their contract lives,
given the mobility of the American population.Leaving this objec-
tion aside, it is not clear why future payments are not subject to
discounting to find the present value of the future commitment.
For a mortgage of M dollars, contracted at time t, the
—1
Interest Contracted=M.anT




One might, for example, try to find an estimation relation of the form:
Mt_—ai+aaP,+ asTs
where cs,0tare weighted moving averages of past terms of credit.
Inpractice, the BLS departs from this concept by taking the terms of credit other
than the contract Interest rate (c T) as fixed in the base year.This may be a justifiable simplifying assumption, but It has no Inherent logic whatsoever.Our comparison will
be with the concept rather than the practice, since we may wish to modify our concept
in a similar way to reduce the data requirements, discussed above.GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 319
and where n is large, this may be approximated by
—M1 1.1 (19)
—L1_e_c*:TJ
Ifwe consider mortgages on purchases of different ages, the average
amount of interest contracted is
(20)
where the /'t_j are the appropriate purchase weights.
Even brief comparison will show tius is totally different from (18).
The magnitude of the expression in brackets may be of interest.If
C*t=.05and T20,has a value of .582.In other words, a $10,000
mortgage acquired under those would ha.ve an amount of interest
contracted of $5,820. Of course, since the purchase weights are small,
this magnitude is subject to a considerable reduction, but as will be-
come clear in a subsequent example, it is quite fortuitousthe overall
interest charge in any given year is congruent with the annual amounts
of interest paid or imputed. This is significant because it may distort
the influence given to interest in the broader context.
The reason that only the current contract interest rate appears in
(20) is that this concept of interest is prospective rather than retro-
spective, and prospective interest payments on current contracts are
based on current rates.
I). INCIDENTAL PURCHASE AND FINANCE EXPENSES
These costs, often described in the housing field as closing costs,
should (it may be argued) be amortized over the length of asset owner-
ship, but their significance is sufficiently small that it seems satisfac-
tory to treat them as current expenses in the year incurred.This
avoids the need to predict the subsequent duration of of
assets currently purchased and also avoids a substantial computation.
We note that, in this view, the amount of such charges is aggregated
only over the fraction of assets actually acquired in any year.
The appropriate cost figure may be written directly for the average
asset:
(21)
where the f't, are the purcha.se weights such that
j
Li gN
The fiction of a constant age distribution of assets implies that
is a constant.
The data required are at most the tJiandthe f'cj.If we can sup-
pose that theare at any time a constant fraction at of purchase320 GOVEBNMENT PRICE STATISTICS
prices,and independent of age except as age affects purchase price, the
expression simplifies to
tdt (22)
in which only andat vary over time.(There are of course rea-
Sons for supposing that these incidental purchase costs may vary
among assets of different ages, but perhaps the differences are suf-
fioiently stable over time that the contrary assumption is workable.)
The procedure implied by (22) corresponds to the BLS practice
with respect to housing with the additional assumption that at is a
constan4 over time, as determined in the base year.We may note that
this is the place where use of purchase weights is deemed ap-
propriate in the user cost approach, and here as a simplification that
is acceptable only because these incidental purchase costs are in gen-
eral quite smail.
E. TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS
Since we are dealing with an aggregate of assets of constant age
distribution, there is no serious, problem here. The amount of taxes
(I) on a given asset is the assessed valuation times the tax rate. For
a collection of assets, we have the current tax rate times the weighted
average of assessed valuations
dt (23)
whereis the annual tax rate, andthe assessed valuation.
Equation (23) requires data on assessed valuations of houses of all
relevant ages.One simplifying assumption would be to assume
that assessed valuations are proportional to prices. A second is to
assume that the ratio of assessed valuations of assets of different ages,
is constant over time.. This is equivalent to the first assump-
tion if, but only if, for all j.
Supposingthe second assumption is adopted, let Vp., be the assessed
valuation of an asset of age (t—j) in the base period, and let
be the average increase in assessed valuation in year t over the base
year (tO). Then (23) becomes
dt (24)
where the summation is a constant.
Equation (24) corresponds to the concept used by the BLS in its
owned housing computation.It may be noted that here BLS uses
ownership weights, not purchase weights.
F. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR COSTS(MI?)
It seems sufficiently accurate to assume MR expenditures are paid
for currently and that the real amount of MR is a function only of the
age of the asset inquestion.If so, the only problem is the definitionGOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 321
ofwhat is appropriately considered MR. For, given this, we can
(given the constant age distribution of assets) estimate the amount
of MR in the base year and multiply it by a price index of an appro-
priate sample of maintenance prices.
But while the definitional issue is the only issue, it is important and
it is closely related to the concept of depreciation discussed previously.
For some of what may be loosely called MR expenditures may be in
lieu of depreciation, and some may be improvements. For some du-
rabies, say automobiles, the distinctions may be clear cut; for some,
such as houses, they may be blurred.
In principle the appropriate MR expenses on a particular asset are
those just required to let the ratio of the price of the used asset to a
new asset be at the level indicated by the depreciation ratios—the a's
in our earlier notation.That is, depreciation ratios imply some
normal or standard condition of used assets, which in turn imply some
average amount of MR. Actual expenditures on maintenance and.
repair items may, in individual cases, depart from this normal amount
in either direction, and this will be reflected in a variance in actual
prices of used assets of the same age.It is clear that if actual and
implicit MR figures differ, it is the latter that is appropriate in corn-
puting the base year MR expenditures.
While it is clear that for individual assets actual MR may differ
from normal, there may be no problem at the level of aggregation
actually used.The BLS reports its concept for housing as "estimated
average amount paid ...inthe base year." 14Ifdepreciation ratios
are based on the average asset (and if the "averages" are comparable),
average actual expenditure is the appropriate base. Whether this is
the case must be determined.
A practical problem is the separation of improvement expendi-
tures from MR. The concept of a "fixed level of living" that
lies the CPI clearly implies the exclusion of those expenditures (e.g.,
kitchen modernization) that amount to increases in quality, how-
ever regular they may be.The shelter component of the CPI now
includes such improvements, improperly.15
Letting MRS-, be the amount of normal MR on a house of age
(t-j) in the base year,be the price index of MR items in year t,
dt. (25)
The summation is a constant.The value of this constant and.
are currently determined by the BLS for housing and present no
exceptional data requirements.
Aside from the exclusion of improvements, this is the concept
currently employed by the BLS, which here again uses home owner
(not purchaser) weights.
original includes the phrase "perindexfamily" 'whereas we are talking about the average asset holder, but our subsequent fractional weighting oZ asset holders will
ultimately reduce this to the same basis.
See Monthli, Labor Review, February 1956, p. 198.QuantItatively these expend!- tnrea are about 40 percent of we total of maintenance, repair, and Improvement.322 GOVERNMENT PRICE 8TATISTICB
0. INSUR.ANCE
Several alternative definitions of constant quality are possible.
Among these the simplest, which we use, is the notion of insurance as
a constant proportion, b, of market value of the asset.16
Letting gt be an index of annual rates for insurance of specified
risks,
G1dt==g1.b,P1dt. (26)
This corresponds to the BLS concept in use in housing; once again
home owner (not purchaser) weights are used.
II. COMPARISON WITH PRESENT CPI TREATMENT OF
AND HOUSES
Since the BLS procedure is different for automobiles and for hous-
ing, it is necessary to compare the user cost approach, advocated in
the paper, to each of them separately.This is most effectively done
through use of some artificial examples that will highlight the form
and nature of the differences in results that occur.
The comparison with BLS procedure in respect to automobiles is
a clearcut comparison of the user cost approach with the asset price
approach. The BLS procedure with respect to housing is a mixture
of the asset price and outlay approaches. For the automobile com-
parison, the two principal substantive questions are: first, do the in-
dexes move together under the two approaches?And second, are
the weights given automobiles for combination with other elements
of consumer purchases in an overall index of the same order of
magnitude?For the housing comparison, there is the additional
question of whether the several components of the housing costs are
given similar relative weights in computing the overall housing index.
The answers to all of these questions are negative.
The examples below use hypothetical data and are simplified in
many ways so that the essential differences become clear. In a num-
ber of places we deliberately chose assumptions that will
differences between the two approaches. In oniy one respect will the
examples seem extreme—we have chosen data which reflect a very
rapid and uneven rate of price inflation. The use of inflation rather
than deflation is of course arbitrary and inconsequential. The use
of extreme price changes facilitates examination of what is really
going on in the alternate approaches. It may be argued that if prices
are changing very little the differences we develop will be reduced
proportionally.But this misses the point: it is only where price
changes are significant that index numbers of prices are important
and that the proper form of an index is worth debating.
A. AUTOMOBILE EXAMPLES
The automobile index of the CPI consists, in essence, of computing:
flUt-Ifl7* _±Lu7* rro— o
±OPLI't-j P0
where the overall expenditure weight (W*0), like the average prices,
reflects purchases in the base year.
This seems satisfactoryforhousingwhere the prindpai insurance Is on the
Forautomobiles,where liabilityInsurance Is the assumption more
dubious.PRICE STATISTICS
Theuser cost index is of the form of equation (8) above. Forthese




That is, we neglect components other than depreciation and interest
and assume dtl. In the examples we also neglect (until the end)
the difference between Wo and W*0.
The BLS considers only four age strata of purchases: new cars,
and used cars of 3, 4, and 5 years of age. The following distribution



























































171 haveassumed that the relation of used to new asset prices follows a simple declining
balance form, where (1—a)I-iwith for the firstthreecolumns, and a-.3 in
the last column.Reference to footnote 7 will show that these assumed values for the
first three columns are those that the difference between the two approaches.
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In order to suppress one element of difference between the approaches,
we assume these same weights are the ft-i—the frequency distribu-
tion of assets in use by the index population.(There is no reason
why the two distributions should be the same. Indeed this particular
isa virtually impossible distribution of whathappens to
one-year-old cars?)Notice that this distribution gives no clue as to
how long individuals operate a given automobile before trading it in,
Or selling it.
The basic (assumed) price data appear in Table 1.Columns rep-
the prices of a distribution of cars of different ages at the same
Rows show the prices at successive times of an automobile built
in a specific year.'7324 GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS
Table2, which is derived from these data, permits the direct com-
putation of the depreciation component of our index. The result of
this computation, based on equation (13), and the computed values of
are presented in Table 8.















































































Table 3 casts light on the adequacy of purchase prices as a proxy
for depreciation.The comparison between years zero and one re-
flects only the influence of the r factor—the other two sources of dif-
ference have been assumed away.(See discussion following e9uation
(14) above.)The assumed (relative) collapse of used car prices be-
tween year 1 and 2 serves to reduce average purchase price (relative
to a new car price index) but to increa8edepreciation.This is a per-
fectly sensible result: A decline in used car prices makes "buying in"
cheaper, but held a depreciating asset more expensive.The
last column of Table 3 makes clear that no value of in equation
(27) will bring the indexes into alignment.In general, then, purchase
prices will not be a reliable proxy for depreciation.GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 325
Tocompute the interest component requires data on interest rates
and average effective sizes of mortgage. The data assumedforthe




















Reference to equation (18) makes clear that an index of user interest
costs will differ from an index of asset prices even if interest rates and
other terms of credit are unchanging over time (but ifthe
ratio of size of remaining mortgage to asset price varies either over
time or among assets of varying ages. Example 1 in the tables below
illustrates this; example 2 lets mterest rates vary.The assumed
interest data are given in Table 5.(Example 2 again oversimplifies
by assuming / The problems of the bivariate distribution are
deferred to the housing example.)
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For mortgages of age


























Table 6 summarizes the results.of the interest computation.
6.—Interest Component

































Thesenumbers were found from the basic price data by the following simplifyin
assumption: Suppose that the average effective Size of mortgage during the perlo






This assumption neglects the Influence of changing credit conditions on mortgage sizes.
The size-of-mortgage problem is faced head on In the housing comparison in Part Ii,
Section B, below.. A more sophisticated approach here would not change any substantly.
conclusion, although It would chknge the numerical values.326 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
Notice not only that the interest indexes, in both differ
fromboth the depreciation component and the purchase prices of
assets, but also that the amounts of interest do not bear an even
approximately constant relation to the amounts of depreciation. This
means that the user cost index must be a ratio of sums, not a sum of
ratios.(See nonequalities (4) and (5) above.)
The indexes corresponding to (27) and (28) are presented in Table
7, neglecting the overall weights W*0 and W0. The last column in the
table sheds light on these weights.Notice that the amount in the
colunm is greater than in thecolumn. The former will be given
a weight, proportional to purcha8er8 of cars in the base year;
the latter a weight, W0, proportional to wers in the same year.
Whether the amount of car expense 10 to be included in the overall
index is larger, smaller, or the same under the two procedures depends
upon the ratio of W*0 and W0. But since varies over time,





— — — Put-UserDepre-Inter-
F, F. B. I. chaseCost cia- eat
Price tion
Example 1:
0 70. 4020. 5914. 10 6. 49 100 100 100 100 .29
1 110.8032.7119.7412.08 200 159 140 200 .28
2 186.2582. 6066. 3416.26 265 401 470 251 .44
Example 2:
0 70.4020.0914.105.99 100 100 100 100 .29
1 140. 8034. 4019.7414. 68 200 171 140 245 .24
2 186.2588.4666.3420.12 265 430 470 336 .48
To summarize, our simple example shows several things:
1. The two procedures lead to results that are strikingly different
in, first, the magnitude of the size of price chances, and second, the
i'elative rankings of years with respect to rate of in the index.
2. The several components of the cost of using an asset vary in their
relative sizes from year to year so that we must use a ratio of aggre-
gates, not a weighted aggregate of ratios.This point will become
critical with respect to housing.
3. The overall weights W*0 and W0 are not only different concerts
but there exists no fixed conversion factor that will make them equiv-
alent.
B. HOUSING EXAMPLE
Whereas the BLS treatment of automobiles represented a consistent
(if mistaken, according to the user cost approach) use of purchase
prices and purchase weights, the home owner index is an amalgam
of purchase costs, current user costs—and even future costs.
The simplified representation in equation (29) will highlight cer-
tain general problems. We will return to specifics subsequently.
Let=BLSindex of home owner costs in year t.(The fraction
Recognizing that we have not Included all elements of that expense In our examples.
Compare (8) and (28).GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 327
W0—about .5 in 1952—is factored out of all specific weights in the
subsequent representation.)
[Purchase Price,Purchase Weight0-j- Price0
Incidental Purchase Cost,Purchase Incidental Purchase Cost0
Interest Commitment,Mortgage Interest Commitment0
Insurance Costs,User Insurance Costs0
Tax Cost,User Weighto+ iax
Maintenance, Repair & Improvement,
Maintenance, Repair & Improvement0
purchase weights,






Notice particularly the following criticisms:
1. The first three elements in the square brackets apply only to the
small fraction of the homeowners who purchase (and/or mortgage)
in a specific year.Indeed, it is the fraction in the base year.The
last three elements apply to all homeowners. The relative weights
given the components may thus be subject to a distortion even if the
components are sensible.
2. The limitation to purchasers alone is appropriate only for in-
cidental purchase costs.Purchase price is not an element of user cost
at all, unless it is a proxy for depreciation.But if it is that, the
limitation to a fraction of homeowners makes it an inherently inade-
quate proxy for a real user cost.Similarly the interest commitment is
largely a stream of future costs over T years from t.That this is not
even approximately a satisfactory "proxy" for the true user costs is
evident from: (a) the use of a mortgage acquisition rate—limited, like
to a fraction of users; (b) the neglect of user cost
(c) the neglect of user
costs on nonmortgaged assets or on fractions not mortgaged.
3. The index is an aggregate of ratios, aggregating the several ratios
with weights from the base year.It thus does not permit changes in
the relative importance of components over time, although such
changes are fully consistent with an index based upon the use of a
constant quantity-quality of houses.
4. The inclusion of improvement in the index seems improper within
the fixed base concept of constant quality.
The basic data for this example are specified in Tables 8—il.While
we intend to construct an index for years 0, 1, and 2 only, it is neces-
sary to specify data for earlier years because in this example we derive
(rather than specify) the size of remaining mortgage in terms of pur-
chase prices and dates, and the terms of credit existing at those dates.828 GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS
TABLE8.—Pricesof New (,P,)
,P,—100

















































TABLE 9.—New to URed Prlce8





2 percent (50 years).
percent (40 years).
10.—B ivariate of Age of .U'ouaes and Age of Mortgages
Lpercentl






Age of Mortgage (years owned): i—k














































































TABLE 11.—Ter,n8 of Mortgage (Jredst












































































































































* Notrequired.GOVERNMENT PRICE STATISTICS 329
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence of terms in equation
(29) with terms in the numerator of (3)(if we pretend purchase
price is a proxy for depreciation), it will facilitate presentation of the
results of the comparison to treat the items sequentially, although,
as we h'Ave seen in Part I, the individual components are different in
the twoapproachesin some cases, and although relationship (5) is
not an equation.
0. PuuCHASE COMPONENT (BLS) AND DRP1tECIATION
The BLS purchase component is computed from purchase prices
in each year weighted by the precentages, in the zero column of
Table 10.These weights not only reflect the acquisition pattern hut
reduce the figures to a "per homeowner" basis.The results of this
computation are shown in the first two columns of Table 12.(Had
we used weights reflecting the distribution of assets—as we did
in the automobile examples—as shown in the total column of Table
10, adjusted for the purchase ratio of 1/5, the results would have been










































Notice not only that the indexes behave very differently but that
the expenditure weights in the BLS index are consistently too high.
This is due to the fact that we assume that the purchase rate is sub-
stantially higher than the reciprocal of the useful life of a house.
That is, notwithstanding that houses last 40 to 50 years, we assume
that the purchase rate is 20 percent. While the specific numbers are
arbitrary, the well-known high mobility of the American population
makes these magnitudes seem reasonable.
D.
Since the two alteriiative approaches were compared in Part I, Sec-
tion C5 above, we shall turn directly to the results of applying (18)
and (2) to. the assumed data.They are presented in Table 13.
TABLE 13.—Interest




Imputed: Extra Explicit Total Price
Year
________________ _________ _______ _________ _______ _________ _______ _________ _______
AmountIndexAmountIndexAmount IndexAmount IndexBLS User
Cost
(1) (2). (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
0 5.66 100 2.142 100 .846 100 2.99 100 7.9 4.2
1 12.42 210 4.008 233 .849 100 6.86 106 8.7 4.1
2 18.83 333 7.710 360 1.020 121 8.73 292 9.8 4.6
'Per evsr.g. bomeowDet (percent).330 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
The results of the interest contracted (on a per homeowner basis)
calculation are shown in columns 1 and 2; the results of the user cost
computation (on the same basis) are shown in columns 3—8. While
the overall indexes (columns 2 and 8) are not drastically different un-
der the two approaches, this is due to the numbers chosen rather than
to any fundamental similarity of the concepts employed, as attention
to the detail will suggest. The amounts (columns 1 and 7), which
are the implicit weights given interest in total expenditures on hous-
ing, are very different.Columns 9 and 10 shed some light on this.
Our approach (column 10) reflects current lending rates, modified by
a weighted average of past contract rates, and the figures in column
10 are meaningfully related to the underlying interest rates of Table
11. The figures in column 9 bear no such relation—their magnitude
is crucially related to lenath of mortgage and to the mortgage acquisi-
tion rate. The latter is chiefly related to the duration of ownership of
houses.
L INCIDENTAL FTJRCHASE EXPENSES
We assume that these expenses amount to 2 percent of purchase
price in year purchased.They appear in Table 14.They are thus
properly weighted by purchase weights and move with the BLS pur-
chase index, as shown in column 2 of Table 12.





While these amounts are identical in the two procedures, it should
be noted that the relative size of incidental purchase expense to depre-
ciation (on the one hand) and to the purchase component (on the
other hand) are very different year by year.
F. TAXES, MAINTENANCE-1IEPAIR, INSURANCE
To simplify drastically, we lump these items together and assume
arbitrarily that they amount in any period to 4 percent of the market
value of the house at the end of the period.(This will introduce a
bias in our index toward conforming with the BLS concept because
these amounts then vary exactly with the amounts in column 5 of
Table 12—which are closely correlated with the purchase component
of the. BLS index.) We will use these amounts weighted by the
ownership distribution anduse identical amounts for the two
approaches.The results are shown in Table 15.











(We have here suppressed certain differences discussed in Part I,
Sections E and F, above.)S
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0. TOTALEOtTSING COST
Tables 16 and 17 present the combined costs under the two proce-
dures.The upper parts of the tables show the amounts of the com-
ponents and the indexes based thereon; the lower parts reflect the im-
plicit weights of the individual components in the totals.The BLS
implicit weights are stable because stability is built in—the wisdom
of that assumption is challenged.It should be noted that the relative
size of the individual components in the BLS procedure is critically
affected by the purchase ratio.In our procedure this ratio directly
affects incidental purchase costs and to some extent the interest com-
ponent; but the relative size of the principal components is largely





















































N0TE.—Starred columns reflect purchase weights, others ownership weights.















































Items reflect purchase weights, others ownership weights.
It may be noted, finally, that not only do the indexes move differ-
ently, but that the amounts, which become implicit weights for com-
bining home owner costs with renter costs m a total shelter com-
ponent, are different m the two approaches.Since rental cost is
clearly a user cost, a comparison is valid. Suppose, to get some notion
of magnitude, we use the familiar rule of thumb that a loTig-run aver-
age rental of 1 percent per month of market value is appropriate. For
the average prices of our housing example this yields annual rental.
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amounts of 8.57, 17.14, and 29.13 for years 0, 1, and 2, respectively.
These magnitudes are strikingly congruent with the user costs de-
veloped and much below the amounts in the BLS index.20
III. CoNcLusIoN
It has been the primary purpose of this paper to develop the user
cost approach to the problem of consumer durables in an index of
consumer prices, to describe and characterize the present BbS ap-
proach to the two most important durable consumer goods, and to
see if the results are significantly different.Both the algebraic
analysis of Part I and the examples of Part II indicate that the dif-
ferences are fundamental, pervasive, and striking.If the user cost
approach is accepted in principle, it can hardly be suggested that
present procedure is a reasonable approximation to it.At issue is
more than just the magnitude of price changes. Additionally there is
the behavior of the index over time and the weights given the in-
cluded durable goods in the overall index.
Is the user cost approach the sensible one? It is clearly one sensible
one, and in my view perhaps the most sensible one for a general pur-
pose index. But the issue of which is the most useful approach de-
pends crucially upon the purpose for which the index is used, and
that is beyond the scope of this paper.
If the user cost approach, here advocated, is adopted, the discus-
sion of present practice can be neglected.If, however, this ap-
proach be deemed inappropriate or impractical, a secondary purpose
of this paper has been to highlight certain fundamental difficulties
in the current procedures. Among the most important of these are:
1. The critical need for the definition of the approach to be used
and it.s implementation. Thus the fundamentally different treatment
currently given to automobiles and owner-occupied housing can hardly
both be consistent with the same concept. One cannot escape the con-
clusion that the latter-day introduction of durables into the CPI has
been in a series of ad hoc steps which have no coherent logic.
2. Should a component-by-component computation such as is cur-
rently employed in the treatment of housing be retained, it is essential
that attention be directed to two problems. The first concerns the
proper determination of the relative weights given to the several
components. The second reflects the fact that component weights will
not remain constant over time even if the quantity and quality of
goods remain constant.
3. The use of a purchase price component creates difficulties of two
sorts. The first is whether it is necessary to distinguish among pur-
chases that are (a) net increases in asset holdings by the index popu-
lation, (b) exchanges among assets of different types, or (c) exchanges
of specific assets (e.g., houses or cars) of the same type.The extent;
of each of these clearly affect the expenditure weights, but equally
clearly they are very different in character and bear very differently
on the concept of "a fixed quantity and quality of goods and services."
To whatextentthis Is a. fortuitous result of the data and assumptions of our hypo-
thetical example is not known.Should asimilarresultoccur In an application toreal
data, It suggests a very simple shortcut to finding expenditure weightsthat seemssuperior
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Onlythe third is even approximately handled by using prices net of
trade-ins.The second (and related) difficulty arises from the fact
that, e.g., houses are typically not retained for the whole of their
useful lives and thus the expenditure weights are critically affected
by turnover rates.In particular the interest component of housing
seems subject to systematic distortion.In any case such turnover
rates must be (as they are not) explicitly introduced into any calcula-
tion using asset purchases.
4. The ultimate combination of durables with nondurables in a com-
prehensive index requires explicit determination of the appropriate
relative weights to be given commodities of each kind.Following
either a user cost or a current outlay approach, the implicit weights
are satisfactory. Using an asset price approach or a mixed approach,
the implicit weights are arbitrary and capricious.
APPENDIX A.GLOSSARY OF UsED
Attention is directed to Part I, Section A of the text for an ex-
planation of the principles of subscript notation employed.The
following classified glossary omits identifying subscripts in most
cases
TIME:DATINGAND DURATION
Time is of the essence of durable goods, and is measured in years
from t=O, the base date for weighting andcomparisonpurposes.
t:ageneral running subscript identifying years from base date.
3: the year an asset was new.
Ic: the year an asset was acquired.
dt: fractions of a year.
1n.—.
m: number of subperiocls of n, generally —* 00.
DOLLAR MAGNITUDES
If unbarred refer to an individual asset; if barred (fl),toan
appropriate weighted average collection of assets.See below.
D: Required size of a reserve for depreciation.
F: Total user cost, per year.
G: Insurance cost, per year.
H: Home owner cost, BLS.
1: Interest cost, per year.
J: Incidental purchase cost.
M: Size of loan or mortgage.
AIR: Maintenance and repair cost, per year.
P: Price of the asset, at market.
R: Depreciation cost, per year.
V: Assessed valuation.
I: Tax cost, per year.334
0 GOVERNMENTPRICE STATISTICS
WEIGHTS
At time t, there are N assets of the type in question owned by the
index population which vary according to age of asset, length of




tfj: the frequency N, at t; also (for all j)thefrequency, distribution
N
of asset owners over 5.(Likewisefor tfk and other subscripts.)
tf',: the frequency distribution of purcha8es in the year t.I.e., the
frequency distribution over 5fork =t.
Ii-,,ft-k, f't-,, etc., indicate constancy of tfj, etc., over time.
W0: fraction of asset owners to total mdcx population in base year.




(Thereis no second subscript since k =t.Thus the summation must
be over 5only.)
Etc. for other dollar magnitudes.
ANNUAL RATES
ig:the lending rate of interest, at t.(If i is used as a running
superscript, it is without any subscript of its own.)
c",:thecontract rate of interest, at k.




irt: anotherrate of inflation; like r, but rir.












gt : An index of insurance rates.
: An index of MR prices.
a Present value of an annuity of
Iforn periods at a r'Annuitywhose present value is
SAmount of an annuity of 1 1
specifiedrate of interest.